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Some videos to watch
‘Phonetics’, from Human Language series
“Why did Ken set the soggy net on top of his deck?”
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Goals for Phonetics section:
Be able to identify human speech sounds
Learn symbols used for transcribing speech sounds
Describe and classify sounds according to articulatory
properties
Understand basic analytical methods used by phoneticians
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Sounds in a string are continuous
…but we hear them as discrete, separate sounds
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How the air is being modified as it moves through the vocal tract

Stops — full obstruction in the oral cavity
[p], [b], [t], [d], [k], [g], [ʔ]

Fricatives — partial obstruction, with turbulence
[f], [v], [θ], [ð], [s], [z], [ʃ], [ʒ]

Affricates — stop followed by fricative
[tʃ], [dʒ]

Nasal — full obstruction in the oral cavity, velum lowered
[m], [n], [ŋ]

Liquid — partial obstruction, but no turbulence
[l] (lateral), [ɹ] (retroflex)

Glide — some constriction
[w], [j]
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[tʃ], [dʒ]

Nasal — full obstruction in the oral cavity, velum lowered
[m], [n], [ŋ]

Liquid — partial obstruction, but no turbulence
[l] (lateral), [ɹ] (retroflex)

Glide — some constriction
[w], [j]
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Why use a phonetic alphabet?

Some languages have no writing system
There’s no one-to-one correspondence between letters and
sounds:

Same letter, different sounds:
dad, father, about, many
Same sound, different letters:
believe, people, amoeba, tree
Single sound, multiple letters:
shoot, nation, chord, chip
Multiple sounds, single letter:
box, use
Letters without sound:
gnaw, sword, debt, damn, bomb
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